Moogseum™

An innovative, interactive exploratorium at the intersection of music and science

- Moogseum History Space
  - This exhibit is dedicated to 3 aspects of Moog History:
    - Timeline Exploring Bob's Life and Work
    - Moog Music Today
    - The Bob Moog Foundation

- Restored Moogseum Archive Gallery
  - A gallery of curated designs, prototypes and memorabilia restored by the Moogseum Archive Lab

- Digital Archive
  - A searchable database of the entire Moogseum Archive, accessed via a touch screen video system.

- Rotating Exhibition Space:
  - A curatable space dedicated to the advancement of musical interfaces:
    - Current Example: A Theremin controlled video mixer

- Vintage Moog Gallery
  - A curated collection of classic and rare Moog instruments.

- Performance Space
  - A 200 seat performance space for unique concerts, seminars, lectures and other community events. This includes a state-of-the-art sound system and an immersive, 180 degree video dome projector & screen.

- Sonic Exploratorium
  - A space that is dedicated to the exploration of analog music creation. Each instrument can be played alone with headphones or networked for jam sessions. This space contains:
    - A Theremin station with a variety of configurations
    - A Synthesizer station with a variety of Moog keyboards
    - An interactive Moog Modular sound wall
    - A variety of other instruments run through Moog signal processors

- Young Inventors Lab
  - An education-based music lab, dedicated to the fostering of young inventors that are interested in new ways to create and experience music. This includes a hands-on prototyping lab for kids and various outreach programs for local youths.

- Moogseum Store

- Office Space

- Storage

- Restrooms

- Green Room

- VIP
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The Bob Moog Foundation presents:
An Artist’s Conceptualization of the
Moogseum™
An innovative, interactive exploratorium
at the intersection of music and science

Sonic Exploratorium
A space that is dedicated to the exploration of analog music creation. Each instrument can be played alone with headphones or networked for jam sessions. This space contains:

- A Theremin station with a variety of configurations
- A Synthesizer station with a variety of Moog keyboards
- An interactive Moog Modular sound wall
- A variety of other instruments run through Moog signal processors
Young Inventors Lab

An education-based music lab, dedicated to the fostering of young inventors that are interested in new ways to create and experience music. This includes a hands-on prototyping lab for kids and various outreach programs for local youths.

Programs for all ages will be offered throughout the year, giving adults and kids a reason to visit again and again.
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Rotating Exhibition Space
A curatable space dedicated to the advancement of musical interfaces:

Current Example:
A Theremin controlled video mixer.
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Restored Moogseum Archive Gallery
A gallery of curated designs, prototypes and
memorabilia restored by the Moogseum Archive Lab.

Digital Archive
A Searchable database of the entire Moogseum Archive, accessed via a touch screen video system.

www.moogfoundation.com
Moog Archive Lab

A dedicated research & restoration lab, cleaning and digitally archiving the expanse of the Bob Moog Archive. This includes rare recordings, prototypes, schematics, instruments and many other valuable treasures from his legacy.

Items that are restored by the lab will be available for viewing in the Moog Archive Gallery, via the touchscreen digital archive system and within the various display cases. The lab will also be viewable via two large observation windows, from the main museum space. Internships will also be available for gifted students.
Moogseum
History Space

This exhibit is dedicated to 3 aspects of Moog History:

- Timeline Exploring Bob's Life and Work
- Moog Music Today
- The Bob Moog Foundation
Vintage Moog Gallery
A curated collection of classic and rare Moog instruments, restored and on display. With help from gallery staff, viewers would be welcomed to play featured instruments.
Performance Space

A 200 seat performance space for unique concerts, seminars, lectures and other community events. This includes a state-of-the-art sound system and an immersive, 180 degree video dome projector & screen.